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In the process of extending the spectral theory to ever more general linear 
operators, it was found that all types of operators known to perform a spectral 
decomposition of the underlying space possess the single valued extension 
property. It is then natural to ask whether this property is or is not an intrinsic 
element of the spectral decomposition. 
In order to answer this question we defined axiomatically the spectral decom- 
position of a continuous linear operator on a general Banach space. Then we 
obtained an affirmative answer. A minimal requirement imposed on operators 
by any spectral theory is the existence of proper invariant subspaces. Assuming 
this we did not require from the invariant subspaces any specific property, 
not even the “spectral inclusion property” of the very general v-spaces intro- 
duced by Bartle and Kariotis [3]. 
E. Bishop’s “duality theory of type 3” [4] for continuous linear operators on a 
reflexive Banach space comes close to the present formulation of the spectral 
decomposition. Bishop gives some sufficient conditions for an operator to 
admit a duality theory of type 3 [4], but he does not investigate for the properties 
of that operator. The spectral decomposition here developed entails some 
elements of an operational calculus. 
For T in the Banach algebra B(X) of b ounded linear operators acting on a 
Banach space X over the complex field C, we shall use the following notations: 
spectrum u(T), point spectrum u,(T), approximate point spectrum aa( T), local 
spectrum U(X) with x in X, the resolvent operator R(z; T) with a in the resolvent 
set p(T), and the local resolvent set p(x). For a set S, So indicates the interior, 
S the closure, SC the complement (in a given total set), a(S) the boundary, and 
d(x, S) the distance from a point z to S. N is reserved for the set of all positive 
integers. 
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By a subspace we mean a closed linear manifold. We write T 1 I’ for the 
restriction of an operator T to an invariant subspace Y and Ty for the coinduced 
operator on the quotient space X/Y. As an abbreviation, for z E C, T E B(X) and 
Y invariant subspace, we write z - T and z - T / Y for al - T and .zI I Y - 
T 1 Y, respectively, where I denotes the identity operator on X. The conjugate 
of a complex number z is marked z *, the image of a set SC C under the 
mapping x--f x* is S*, and the conjugate (or adjoint in a Hilbert space) of an 
operator T is T*. We use the symbol C for a not necessarily strict inclusion. 
The spectral decomposition of the underlying space X can be formulated as a 
linear sum of an unspecified number n of proper invariant subspaces. It makes 
the decomposing operator more general, however, and the subsequent properties 
more interesting if we specify n = 2. 
DEFINITION 1. T E B(X) is said to have the spectral decomposition property 
(abbreviated SDP) if for every pair of open sets Gr and G2 which cover a(T) 
there are invariant subspaces Y, and Y, performing the spectral decomposition 
x = y1+ yz , 
o(T 1 Yi) C G, (or equivalently cr(T 1 Yi) C G,), i= 1,2. 
(1) 
THEOREM 2. If T has the SDP and 0 is un isolated point of the spectrum then T 
is the sum of an invertible and a quasi-nitpotent operator. 
Proof. Since 0 is an isolated point of U(T) there is an n E N such that 
{zeC:O < [ ZI < l/‘n>Cp(T). 
For the following open cover of C, 
there are invariant subspaces YI and Y, which perform the spectral decomposi- 
tion (1). Since 0 E P(T ( Yr), the operator T ( Y, is invertible and T 1 Yz is 
quasi-nilponent having its spectrum o(T j YJ C (0). 1 
A generalization of a theorem by Foguel 112, Theorem s] now follows. 
THEOREM 3. If T has the SDP then 
a(T) = u,(T). 
Proof. Since 
a(@‘>> C c&O 
it will suffice to show that z E (u(T))O implies z E u,(T). 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 
Let z E (u(T))*. For every II E N the open sets 
1 
G, = /WCC:- 
2n+ 1 





cover the complex plane C. There are invariant subspace Y, and Z, which 
perform the following spectral decomposition: 
x = yn + z, 3 
41 YJCG,, (2) 
4TlZn)CHn. (3) 
For M sufficiently large such as n > no for some no E N, we have 
Then Y, f {0} because otherwise X = Z, which contradicts (3). By (2), we have 
For E > 0 sufficiently small there are unit vectors U, , u)n E Y, such that 
II R(z; T I Yn)ll -=c IIR(z; T I Yn) un II + E 
< II R(z; T I J’,J 21, II + II &T T I Yn) v, II , n > no. 
Let 
s n = %I 3 if ll’R(z; T I Y,) un Ii 3 II 4~ T I Yn) vn II 
= Vn , otherwise. 
We have 
II R(z; T I Yn)!, -=c 2 II f+ T I J’,J *, II 
with 
** E yn > II x72 II = 1, n 3 no . 
With the help of (4) and (5) we obtain successively 
(5) 
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SO 




with X,EY?l /!4=1, n3n,. (6) 
W; T I Y,J x, 
Yn = II R(z; T I Yn) x, II ' 
n > no. 
Then 
(’ - T)yn = I( R(z; T’;Y,) x, /( ’ 
and with the help of (6) we find that 
2 
II@ - T)m II = j, jqx; ; , y,) x, ,, < ;, 
with 
Y1LE-T ICYnIl = 1, n > n, , 
(7) 
Since n can be arbitrarily large, it follows that 
The following lemma, proved in [18], will be useful later in the operational 
calculus (Lemmas 14, 18). Its early setting motivates the introduction of the 
v-spaces to strengthen the definition of the SDP. 
LEMMA 4. Given T E B(X), for every invariant subspace Y the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) R(z; T ( Y) Y C Y, z E p(T); 
(ii) a(T 1 Y)Co(T). 
DEFINITION 5 [3]. Given T E: B(X), an invariant subspace Y is called a 
v-space for T if 
a(TI Y)Cu(T). 
Now we begin to gather the elements for the proof of the single valued exten- 
sion property for operators with the SDP. First, we recall a known property. 
LEMMA 6. Given T E B(X), for every invariant subspace Y we have 
u( T 1 Y) u u( TY) C conv(u( T)), 
where conv(A) is the convex hull of A. 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 5 
Next, we shall need the following 
LEMMA 7. Given T E B(X), let f: D -+ X be analytic on an open D C C, and 
satisfy conditions 
f#O and (z - T)f (z) = 0 on D. 
If Y is any invariant subspace such that 
{f(,+ZE U)C Y for some open UC D, (8) 
then DCa,(TI Y), 
Proof. Since for f analytic D is locally connected, we can assume that D is 
connected. Define 
H = {z E D: f (z), f ‘(z), f “(z),... E Y}. 
H has the following properties: 
(a) H#@. 
Let z, E U. For r > 0 sufficiently small, the circle 
r={zEC:IZ-zoI =r}CU, 
and then, by hypothesis 
{f(z):zEr)CY. 
By Cauchy’s formula 
f v4 E Y, for all n E N. 
(b) H is open. 
Let .z,, E H. Thenf(z,,), f’(z,,), f”(q,) ,... E Y. Since f, f ‘, f” ,... are analytic, they 
admit Taylor series expansions in an open neighborhood V(q,) of z,, , and hence 
f yz) E Y, z E q%J, 12 = 0, I,.... 
Thus it follows that V(q) C H. 
(c) H is closed in D. 
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This follows from 
H = fi (f’“‘)-1 (Y), 
7, =o 
(4 H = %(T I y>- 
Note that for every z E D, the vectorsf(“)( z are not all zero because otherwise ) 
f  = 0. Let 
If  m = 0, 
and if m > 0, 
m = min{n:f(n)(x) # O}. 
Tf(4 = zf(4, 
Tf’“‘(x) = Zf’““(Z). 
In either case, for x E H, f(“)(z) is an eigenvector of T j Y with respect to the 
eigenvalue z. Thus z E a,( T / Y), and property (d) follows. 
By properties (a), (b), and (c), H = D and then property (d) concludes the 
proof. 1 
THEOREM 8. Every operator with the SDP has the single valued extension 
property. 
Proof. Let f : D + X be analytic on an open D C C and satisfy the identity 
(z - T)f(z) = 0 on D. (9) 
We may suppose that D is connected and contained in a(T), for D n p(T) # m 
implies that f - 0 on some open set and hence on all of D by analytic continua- 
tion. Let D’ be an open disk in D and let HI and H, be open half-planes covering 
o(T) such that D’ - R1 # G . There are invariant subspaces Yr , Yz performing 
the spectral decomposition: 
x = Yl + Y* , 
o(TI Yi)CHi, i = 1,2. 
By a lemma of Foias [14, Iv] there is a disk D” C D’ - R1 and there are analytic 
functions fi: D” ---f Yi (i = 1, 2) such that 
f (4 = f&4 + f&4 for all z E D”. (10) 
Then (9) and )lO) imply that for x ED”, 
g(z) = (z - T) f&) = (T - z) f&z) E Yl n Y, = Y. 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 7 
Since Y is invariant under T / Yr and by Lemma 6, 
u( T 1 Y) C conv(u( T 1 YJ) C HI , 
we have D” C P(T / Y). Hence since g(z) E Y, it follows that fi(z) E Y for all 
z E D". Thus f(z) E Ya on D” and hence on all of D by analytic continuation. 
Next, we can devise another spectral decomposition of X with respect to a 
couple of covering half-planes ICI , K, such that 
Hz n K, = 0 and D-Kl# m. 
There are invariant subspaces 2, and 2, performing the spectral decomposition 
x = 2, + 4 1 
u(TI-T)CK, i= 1,2. 
Then we have 
+‘I Yz)nu(TjZZ) = m. (11) 
By repeating the above procedure, we find that f(z) E 2, on D. 
Thus both invariant subspaces Yz and 2, of the two spectral decompositions 
satisfy hypothesis (8) of Lemma 7. Hence, i f f  # 0 then Lemma 7 and relation 
(11) imply that 
DCa,(TI YJna,(TIZJ= m. I 
For further meaningful applications we must sacrifice some generality. Most 
of the invariant subspaces employed in spectral decompositions are v-spaces. We 
shall henceforth assume that every operator with the SDP admits a spectral 
decomposition in terms of v-spaces. As an illustration, consider an operator T 
which together with its restriction to any invariant subspace has the SDP. Then 
every invariant subspace Y of T is a v-space for T. In fact, since T \ Y has the 
SDP, Theorem 3 implies that 
u(T 1 Y) = u,(T 1 Y) C u,(T) = u(T). 
For notational convenience we maintain the terminology SDP for the opera- 
tors which admit a spectral decomposition in terms of v-spaces. 
.In this vein we have the following 
COROLLARY 9. If T has the SDP then for every open cover {Gl , Gz} of u(T) 
there is a spectral decomposition (1) satisfying 
u(T) = u( T I YJ u u( T 1 Yz). 
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Proof. There is a spectral decomposition (1) satisfying 
To prove the opposite inclusion, let n E X be arbitrary but fixed. Then 
x = Yl + Y2 with YiE yi Y  i= 1,2. 
Subsequently (e.g., [8, Lemma XVI.2.11) we have 
44 c U(Yl) ” 4Y2) c 4T I YJ u u(T / Y2)* 
With the help of a property of the local spectrum [19, Theorem 1.11, we obtain 
u(T) = u u(x) c u(T 1 Y,) u o(T 1 Y*). 1 
XEX 
Given T E B(X), for every set SC C, the set 
X(S) = {x E x: u(x) c S} 
is a linear manifold in X. For F closed, X(F) is Bishop’s strong spectral manifold 
[4, Definition I] and in case X(F) is closed for F closed it is the typical hyper- 
invariant subspace in the theory of “decomposable operators” developed by 
Foias [13] (for more details see [5]). Al so, X(F) closed for F closed appears in 
Bartle’s “spectral localization theory” [2]. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let T E B(X) have the single valued extension property. For 
evmy set SC C, X(S) and X(S)l are hyperinvariant under T and T*, respectively. 
Proof. X(S) is a linear manifold invariant under every operator P E B(X) 
which commutes with T [8, XVI.2.1 and 2.41. Let x E X(S). There is a sequence 
(xn> C X(S) which converges (in the norm topology) to x. We have 
u(Pxn) c u(x,) c s, n E N, 
and therefore 
px, E X(S), for all n E N. 
Then by the continuity of P we have Px E X(S) and hence it follows that 
__ __ 
PX(S) c X(S). 
Now let y* E X(S)‘-. Then, by the first part of the proof, for x E X(S) 
(Px, y*> = 0. 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 9 
We have 
0 = (Px, y*> = (x, P*y*), for all x E X(S), 
and this proves that 
p*y* E X(S)l. i 
A theorem of Finch [I 1, Theorem 21 applied to the dual operator T* implies 
that if T* has the single valued extension property, the operator z - T* is not 
surjective as long as z E o(T). We can prove that if the original T has the SDP 
then a restriction of x - T* is at least injective. 
COROLLARY 11. If T has the SDP then for every closed F C C and z E Fc, 
the restriction (z - T*) 1 X(Fc)l is injective. 
Proof, Let z EFC and let G be open such that F C G and x E G”. Then 
(Fc, G} is an open cover of u(T) and by the SDP there are invariant subspaces 
Yr and Yz which perform the spectral decomposition 
x = y1-f y2, 
u(T I Yd CFc, a(TI YJCG. 
Let y* E X(Fc)l satisfy equation 
(x- T*)y* =0 
and let x E X be arbitrary. By the spectral decomposition, 
x = Xl + x2 , with xi E Yi ) i= 1,2. 
Since Yr C X(Fc), (x1 , y*) = 0. A s z E p(T 1 Ya) there is a unique ys E Y2 such 
that 
(x - T)y, = x2. 
Then we have successively: 
<x,>Y*) = ((2 - T)Y,,Y*) = (~2, (x - T*)Y*) = 0, 
(x,Y*) = (Xl ,r*> + <x2 ,r*> =o. 
Since x is arbitrary in X it follows that y* = 0. 1 
A sufficient condition for an operator to have the SDP now follows. 
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'I'HEOREM 12. If 1’ E B(X) satis$es the condition that for each open set G there 
is a v-space Y so that 
u(T/ Y)CG’ and a(TY)nG= ,@ (12) 
the-n T has the SDP. 
Proof. Let {Gi , Gs) be a open cover of a(T) with u(T) q Gi , i = 1, 2. I f  
a(T)nG,nG,= o 
then Gr and G, “disconnect” o(T) and we can apply the Dunford operationa 
calculus directly to the spectral sets o(T) n G, , U(T) n G, to find invariant 
subspaces Yr , Ya such that 
x = Yl @ Y2, 
u(Tl Yi)CG,, i= 1,2. 
We may henceforth assume that 
o(T)nG,nG,# M. 
By hypothesis, there is an invariant subspace Y with the following properties: 
~- 
u(TI Y)CG,nG, u(Ty)nGlnG,= o, u(T 1 Y) C u(T). 
From the latter inclusion we also have 
a( T”) C u(T). 
Consequently, we obtain 
o(TY) C U(T) - (Gl n G,) = (U(T) - G,) u (U(T) - G,). 
That is, u(TY) can be written as the disjoint union of two closed sets. Apply the 
Dunford operational calculus to TY, to find two subspaces Z, , Z, of X/Y inva- 
riant under TY and which decompose X/Y: 
Moreover, 
X/Y=Z,@Z*. 
u(TY/Zi)Ca(T)- G<, i- 1,2. 
Let J: X-t X/Y be the canonical surjection. Then J-lZi are invariant sub- 
spaces under T such that 
X = J-‘(X/Y) = J-‘(Z, @ 2,) = J-‘(Z,) + J-‘(Z,). (13) 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 11 
Next, we prove the inclusion 
a(T/J-“z,)cu(TyjZi)u~(~l Y). (14) 
Let z E p( TY ] Zi) r\ p( T / Y) and let x E J-lZi satisfy equation 
(27 - T) x = 0. 
Then 
(z- TY) Jx=O with JxEZ~. 
Thus Jx = 0, x E Y and hence x = 0. Now let x E J-lZi be arbitrary. Then 
JxeZi and (z - Ty) Jy = Jx, 
for some y E X and Jy E Zi . Thus there is u E J-‘Zi satisfying 
(z- T)u=x. 
Hence x - T is bijective on J-lZi and (14) is proved. 
For i = 1,2 from (14) we obtain 
U( T 1 j’-‘Zt) C U( Tr 1 Zi) U O( T  1 Y) C (u(T) - Gi) U G,’ ‘j 7 j # i, 
and this together with (13) proves that T has the SDP. 1 
A specialized form of hypothesis (12) was used in [16]. 
Given T E B(X), an invariant subspace Y is called spectral maximal if it 
contains every invariant subspace Z for which 
a(T/Z)Ca(Tj Y). 
If for every finite open cover {Gi}T of o(T) th ere is a system (Yi>T of spectral 
maximal spaces such that 
x=x Yi, 
i=l 
u(Tl Yi)CG, i = 1) 2 ,..., n, 
then T is called decomposable. A necessary and sufficient condition for T with 
the SDP to be decomposable is that X(F) be closed for every F (C C) closed 
113, 51. 
An operator T with the SDP may become decomposable under special condi- 
tions. One such case is given by the following 
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THEOREM 13. If T has the SDP such that a(T) has empty interior then T is 
decomposable. 
Proof. It suffices to show that X(F) is closed whenever F C C is closed. 
Let Y be any invariant subspace with 
u(TI Y)Cu(T), 
and let y  E Y. Furthermore, let V be a component of the local resolvent set p(y). 
Since by hypothesis V cannot be contained in u(T), there is a disk D C V n p(T). 
By Lemma 4, 
R(z; T)Y E Y, for z E D, 
and by analytic continuation to all of I/‘, the range of its extension f  (z) lies in Y, 
i.e., 
{f (4: z E P(Y)) = y- (15) 
To prove that X(F) is closed, let F C a(T) be closed and let (G, , GJ be an 
open cover of a(T) such that 
FCG,, (16) 
FnG,= 0. 
Let YI and Y, be invariant subspaces satisfying the spectral decomposition (I) 
so that u(T / Yr) C u(T). Then for x E X(F) we have a representation 
x = Y1-t Y2 7 Yi E yi 9 i= 1,2. 
Property (15) applied to the analytical extension fi(z) of R(z; T) y, gives 
f&4 e Yl 3 z E P(Yl). 
By a proof identical to that of [13, Theorem 2.31 or [5, Theorem 2.1.51 we find 
that x E YI and hence 
X(F)CnY,=Y, (17) 
where the intersection runs over all invariant subspaces Ya of the decomposition 
(1) corresponding to GI and satisfying (16). 
On the other hand, if x E Y C Yr , then 
for all such YI . Since Gr (3 F) is arbitrary, u(x) C F, for all x E Yr . This proves 
the reverse inclusion of (17), thus completing the proof. 1 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 13 
In the following we shall consider some properties of operator-valued analytic 
functions with spectral decomposition properties. 
LEMMA 14. Let T hawe the SDP and let f: D -+ C be analytic on an open 
connected neighborhood D of u(T). Then f (T) has the SDP. 
Proof. For f constant the property expressed by the lemma is obvious. We 
shall henceforth consider nonconstant functions. Let {G1 , G,} be an open cover 
of o(f(T)). By the spectral mapping theorem, 
f (a(T)) = df (T)) C Gl ” Gs 
and hence (f-l(GJ, f -l(G.J) is an open cover of a(T): 
o(T) Cf -‘(G, u GJ = f -l(G,) u f -l(G,). 
There is a spectral decomposition 
x = Yl + Yz 
4 T I Yi) Cf -YGi), i= 1,2, 
which satisfies conditions 
(18) 
(19) 
4TI Yi)fd’), i= 1,2. 
Since by Lemma 4, the subspaces Yi are invariant under the resolvent operator, 
the operational calculus implies that the Yi are invariant under f(T). Then, 
with the help of (19) we obtain successively: 
u(f (T) I Yi) = O(f (T I K)) =f (4T I K))Cf (f -YGd) = Gi 9 i= 1,2. (20) 
Relations (18) and (20) complete the proof. 1 
LEMMA 15. If Tj E B(X,) (j = 1,2) h me the SDP then Tl @ T, has that 
property. 
Proof. Let (G1, G,) be an open cover of 
UP, CD TJ = UP,) ” 4Td (21) 
Let {Y1 , Yz) and (Z, , Z,} be subsequent systems of invariant subspaces under 
Tl and Tz , respectively, pertinent to the spectral decompositions 
Xl = y1+ y2 9 x?, = 4 + z, , 
UP, I Yj)CG, u(T, 1-G) C Gj , j== 1,2. 
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Then Yj@Z, (j= 1,2) are invariant subspaces of X, @ X, under T1 @ T, 
and 
Furthermore, in view of (21) we have 
d(T, 0 Tz) I (Yj 0 Z,)) = 45 I Yj) u u(T, I Zj) C Gj , j= 1,2, 
and hence Tl @ T, has the SDP. 1 
Given T E B(X), for every connected component Dj of a neighborhood D of 
a(T), uj = Dj n a(T) is a spectral set and 
is a spectral projection [7, VII.3.171, where ri surrounds uj but no other point of 
the spectrum. For every j, E(uj) X is an invariant subspace under T and 
o(TI E(uj)X)Cui. 
LEMMA 16. Given T with the SDP, let u be a spectral set. I f  E(u) is th spectral 
projection associated with u, then T 1 E(u) X has the SDP. 
Proof. Let (G, , G,} be an open covering of 
u = u(T 1 E(u) X). 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that each Gi lies at a positive distance 
from U' = u(T) - o. Let H be an open neighborhood of u’ disjoint from both 
Gi . Then (Gr u H, G, u H) cover CT(T) and the SDP of T implies the existence 
of invariant subspaces Z, , Z, satisfying 
x = z, + z, , (22) 
a(T ( ZJ C Gi u H, i=l,2. (23) 
Let E = E(U) and Yi = EX n Zi . Since ET = TE it follows from (22) that 
EX = Yl + Y, . (24) 
Moreover EX is spectral maximal [5, Proposition 1.3.101, so 
u( T I_ Yi) C u. 
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Now use (23) to apply the operational calculus to T j Zi to find invariant sub- 
spaces Vi , Wi such that 
zi = vi @ wg , 4TI Vi)CG, u(TI W)CK i= 1,2. 
Thus we have 
so that 
Yi=(Yin Vi)@(Yin WJ (25) 
u(TI Yin WJCa(Tj Y,)no(Tj WJCunH= m (26) 
by the choice of H. From (26) we obtain 
Yi n Wi = (0). 
BY (25), 
u(TI YJCu(TI Vi)CGi, i= 1,2. (27) 
Then (24) and (27) prove that T 1 EX has the SDP. 1 
THEOREM 17. Let T have the SDP. Iff : D + C is analytic on an open neigh- 
borhood D of u(T) then f (T) has the SDP. 
Proof. Let D, , D, ,..., D, be the connected components of D which inter- 
sect u(T) and put uj = Dj n u(T) (j = 1,2,..., m). The subspaces E(q) X being 
invariant under both T and f (T), we have 
X = 6 E(q) X, T = & T 1 E(q) X, 
i=l j=l 
f(T) = &f(W(oj)X- (28) 
j=l 
Since by Lemma 16 every T 1 E(uj) X has the SDP, Lemma 14 implies that every 
f (T I EC4 x> =fP”) I %d X 
has the SDP. Finally, Lemma 15 applied to the direct sum (28) proves that f( T) 
has the SDP. 1 
In order to carry over the SDP from f (T) to T we need some additional con- 
ditions on f. Restrictive conditions on f for various types of spectral decomposi- 
tions were applied by Colojoarg and Foias [5], Apostol [l], and Lange [IA. 
409/66/I-2 
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LEMMA 18. Given T E B(X), let f: D -+ C be analytic and injective on an 
open connected neighborhood D of u(T). T has the SDP if f  (T) has that property. 
Proof. Let (G1 , G,} be an open cover of o(T). Then {f(G,),f(G,)) is an 
open cover of u(f(T)). In fact, we have 
u(f(T)) =f(Q))=f(G,” GJ =f(Gd “f(Gd. 
There is a spectral decomposition 
x = Yl + Y2 ) (29) 
4f CT) I Yi) Cf (GA i= 1,2, (30) 
which satisfies the properties 
4f (T) I Yi) c 4f (TN, i= 1,2. (31) 
The application of Dunford’s theorem on composite operator-valued functions 
[7, VII.3.121 to the inverse function f-i verifies that any subspace Y invariant 
under f(T) is invariant under T. In fact, for any admissible contour F which 
surrounds u(T) and is contained in D I-I p(T), we have 
f-‘(f(T)) = &2/T f-“(f(z)) R(z; T) dz = &s, z&z; T) dz = T. 
On the other hand, we can write 
f -‘(f(T)) = & /rlf-‘(4 %;f (T)) dz, 
where r, = f  (Q. Thus for Y invariant under f (T), (31) and Lemma 4 applied 
to f(T) imply that 
TY=f-‘(f(T))Y=&/ f-‘(z)R(z;f(T))YdzCY. 
r1 
Therefore Yr and Yz invariant under f (T) are also invariant under T. Since f  is 
injective (30) implies that 
f (u(T I Yj)) = o(f(T I Yi)) = u(f(T) I Yj) Cf(GJ 
and consequently we obtain 
u(T I Yj) cf-‘(f(Gj)) = Gj 7 j=l,2. 1 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES 17 
THEOREM 19. Given T E B(X), let f: D --t C be analytic and injective on an 
open neighborhood D of u(T). Then T has the SDP if f (T) has that property. 
Proof. Lemma 16 applied to an operator-valued analytic function f(T) 
implies that the restriction f(T) 1 E(u) X inherits the SDP from f( T), where u 
is a spectral set of a(f(T)), and 
for an admissible contour r’ which surrounds u(f( T)) and is contained in p(f( T)). 
Furthermore, Lemma 15 is applicable to any finite direct sum of operator- 
valued analytic functions proving that the direct sum has the SDP if every 
summand has that property. 
Then the proof of this theorem follows from Lemma 18 through Lemmas 16 
and 15 along lines similar to those of the proof of Theorem 17. 1 
Applications: Partial Isometries 
THEOREM 20. Let T be a partial isometry on a Hilbert space X and assume 
that T has the SDP with respect to reducing subspaces. If 0 is an isolatedpoint of the 
spectrum then T is the direct sum of a unitary and a quasi-nilpotent operator. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, 
T = TX 0 T2 , (32) 
where Tl is invertible and Tz is quasi-nilpotent. Since the invariant subspaces of 
the decomposition are reducing ones, Tl is a partial isometry [15, Lemma 11 and 
hence unitary. 1 
Remarks. A partial isometry T satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 20, 
turns out to be a spectral operator in Dunford’s sense [6, 81 for which the direct 
sum (32) represents its canonical decomposition. Also, 
u(T) = u,(T)C Fu {0}, 
where r is the unit circle. Such a spectral decomposition of a partial isometry T 
subjected with its adjoint T* to the asymptotic condition 
l&/l T*Tn - TnT* 111’~ = 0 
was obtained by Erdelyi and Miller [IO]. In a finite-dimensional space, the 
spectral decomposition (32) represents the sum of a unitary and a nilpotent 
operator and it was obtained in [9] as a consequence of condition 
T*T” = TnT*, for some n E N. 
18 ERDELYL AND LANGE 
THEOREM 21. If a partial isometry T has the SDP with respect to reducing 
subspaces then the adjoint T* has the SDP with respect to the same subspaces. 
Proof. Let {GI , G,} be an open cover of u(T*). Then, since 
we have 
There are reducing subspaces 
position 
0 I 
Consequently we have 
u(T*) = (u(T))*, 
u(T)CGtuG$ 
U, and Yz which give rise to the spectral decom- 
x = y, + y, , 
Yi) C G;, i= 1,2. 
u(T* 1 Yi) = (u(T ) Y,))” C G, , i=l,2. 1 
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